Senior Infants Home Learning Work
25/01/21 – 29/01/21
Monday

1. Story
Listen to the story ‘The Magic Moment’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYKKPfTPG5g
Think of your own magic moment or moments.
Can you draw a picture of your magic moment and write a
sentence about it?
2. Reading
Ella and Evan’s Christmas List page 8-9
The book can be read on Seesaw each day or you can use the
PowerPoint of this that was sent as part of last Friday’s Home
Learning on Aladdin.

Tuesday

3. Maths – Writing the Number 9
Today you will be learning to write the number nine.
You need to practice saying the ‘Number 9 formation rhyme’
four times while writing 9 using your finger.
Here are the four ways I want you to do this:
1. Say the rhyme and write 9 in the air.
2. Say the rhyme and write 9 on the floor.
3. Say the rhyme and write 9 on your hand.
4. Say the rhyme and write 9 and write it on a family
member’s back.
Against the Clock Game:
1. Set a timer for 1 minute.
2. On a blank piece of paper write the number 9 while
saying your rhyme as many times as you can.
3. Stop when the timer buzzes and count how many times
you wrote the number 9.
On Monday a Seesaw assignment based on this will be sent
for you to complete.
1. Gaeilge - An Aimsir (Weather):
Today we are going to be revising our phrase from last week.
• Cén saghas lae é? (What kind of day is it?)

• Tá an lá fuar/te/fliuch/tirim/scamallach/gaofar. (It is a
cold/hot/wet/dry/windy/cloudy day.)
Watch the Bua na Cainte video on Seesaw again and try to
practice this phrase at home every day this week.
2. Phonics - ue
This week we are revising the sound ue. You will be able to
hear the Jolly Phonics story and song for this sound on
Seesaw. Can you hear any ue sounds in the story? Can you
think of any other ue words? Try to practice singing the song a
few times.
Task: Practise writing the letters in the ue sound on a piece of
paper. Draw four pictures of items containing the ue sound
and write the words below the pictures.

Wednesday

3. Reading
Ella and Evan’s Christmas List page 10-11
The book can be read on Seesaw each day or you can use the
PowerPoint that was sent via Aladdin
1. Wellness Wednesday:
For Wellness Wednesday this week we sending a link to a
lovely Winter cosmic yoga. Follow Jamie’s instructions and
enjoy some lovely yoga:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DP9jd1Ug2y4
2. P.E.: Gymnastics
See the video link below to complete some basic gymnastic
activities with your child. This week in Pe we are continuing
our Gymnastic practice. Today we are working on the new
travel movement the caterpillar. The movement is
demonstrated in the video by Kara. We are also learning
some rolls – the pencil roll and the dish roll.
For the pencil roll, keep good body tension with straight
pointed arms and legs.
The dish roll involves putting your bum on the ground and our
feet and arms in the air. Then rolling over to our tummy is on
the ground and our arms and legs are still in the air.
All the exercises today are developing good upper body and
core strength. The lesson can be followed on this link:
Gymnastics Video Lesson 2

3. Art for Positivity Week
It is Positivity Week. It is important to try and remain positive
no matter the challenges. In school we try to share our smiles,
make others smile and sprinkle kindness wherever we go.
Today for art we are including a colouring page for Positivity
week.
Our slogan is ‘Smiles are our Superpowers' – because
whenever we smile we help others to smile back. There are
two pages – one with a boy superhero and one with a girl
superhero. Please choose and colour whichever one your
child likes best.
Alternatively, if you would like to draw your own superhero
see How to draw a Superhero (boy & girl).
On a blank sheet of paper, you can write the slogan yourself
or get a family member to do it for you and then draw your
superhero.
Thursday

1. Gaeilge – An Aimsir
Today we are going to play an Irish game on Seesaw to
practice our phrase.
• Cén saghas lae é? (What kind of day is it?)
• Tá an lá fuar/te/fliuch/tirim/scamallach/gaofar. (It is a
cold/hot/wet/dry/windy/cloudy day.)
Please see Seesaw for instructions.
2. Exercise your English:
Story: Jack and the Beanstalk pg.24
Look at and discuss the picture. Read the labels in the picture.
Discuss what is happening. Are you familiar with the story?
Can you predict what might happen?
Read the short story below the picture.
Complete the activities on the story on pg.25
3. Sight word: right
Sight Word Chants: You need to practice saying the sight word
using the new sight word chants attached below.
Silly Voices Game: Pick a type of voice to say your sight word
in. e.g., an old lady voice, a teacher voice, etc. Using the silly

Friday

voice, you have chosen, follow the routine: "Say it, Spell it, Say
it.”
Against the Clock Game:
1. Set a timer for 3 minutes.
2. On a blank piece of paper write ‘right’ as many times as
you can.
3. Stop when the timer buzzes and count how many times
you wrote the word right.
On Thursday a Seesaw assignment based on this will be sent
for you to complete.
1. Reading
Ella and Evan’s Christmas List page 12-13
The book can be read on Seesaw each day or you can use the
PowerPoint that was sent via Aladdin
2. Handwriting
This week we are practicing writing the letters d, g and q. Go
to Seesaw to watch a demonstration, then follow along with
the Ready to Write warm up. Finally, complete page 3 in your
Ready to Write Practice Copy. Remember to use a pencil and
take your time!
3. Maths: Making the Number Stories of 9
Today in maths you will be learning to make the number
stories of nine. You will need to practise making all the
number stories of 9 using nine counting objects. On Friday a
Seesaw assignment ‘The Story of Nine’ will be sent for you to
complete. It will show you how to make all the number stories
of nine.

Monday’s Number 9 Formation Rhyme

Here are all the Number Formation Rhymes for the numbers
6-10

Wednesday’s Sight Word Chants

Smiles are our

Superpower!

Smiles are our

Superpower!

